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collaboration with the graphic designer Gerd Arntz 
between 1926 and 1936.1 In parallel with Isotype, 
during the thirties, Neurath invested a substantial 
effort in the development of an Encyclopedia of 
Unified Sciences, which represented the main 
cultural palimpsest of his philosophical thinking. This 
work showed an innovative direction, which Neurath 
believed promising for Logical Empiricism. Indeed, 
the encyclopedia not only established a continuity 
with the scientific project of the Enlightenment, but 
claimed an innovative position for the philosopher 
as orchestrator of scientific discourses.
Neurath argued that philosophical problems and 
‘problems of life’ are mutually related because the 
scientific community operates within a social and 
political apparatus from which it is inevitably condi-
tioned.2 Therefore, for Neurath, the scientist should 
acknowledge his political status and commit himself 
to the domain of Praxis des Lebens (praxis of life). 
Neurath’s demand for commitment was influenced 
by his political militancy in the Viennese social 
democracy. Indeed, in his early career, between 
1921 and 1925, he was appointed Secretary of 
the Austrian Association for Settlements and the 
Allotment Gardens (Verband für Siedlungs-und 
Kleingartenwesen).3 This institutional role required 
a rigorous organisation applied to real productive 
conditions. As Nader Vossoughian describes: 
Neurath wanted to develop approaches to city 
planning and housing reform that were interactive 
in nature. […] In 1920 he established the Research 
From analysis to praxis. Neurath’s 
Encyclopedia of Unified Sciences
Otto Neurath (1882–1945) was one of the leading 
figures of the Vienna Circle, an association of 
neopositivist philosophers and scientists with 
common interests in modern logic. The circle’s main 
focus was the role of language as a key point not 
only in philosophy but also in science. Particularly, 
language was assumed to be the most effective 
tool to ascertain the reliability of a philosophical 
statement, therefore to engage with metaphysical 
and nonverifiable dogmas. However, instead of 
unanimous agreement, the members of the circle 
were divided in different theoretical factions. Among 
these, Neurath stood among the more ‘operative’ 
faction, for whom the debate on language could not 
avoid a practical concern with social and political 
issues. This position countered the more ‘neutral’ 
side of the circle, among whom stood Rudolf 
Carnap, who was interested in the creation of an 
‘ideal language’. Neurath was critical towards 
this search for an ‘ideal’ and firmly argued that 
the degree of knowledge about formal language, 
discussed at the circle, was still detached from 
the way science was practiced. For this reason, 
throughout his life Neurath worked on a series of 
practical tools and experimental techniques aimed 
at developing science in relation to the social 
and political domains. For instance, Neurath is 
still mainly known today as the author of Isotype 
(International System of Typographic Picture 
Education), a method of ‘visual education’ used 
to popularise scientific knowledge, conceived in 
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expression of false consciousness. No ideal 
language is possible for Neurath; only a language 
applied to the problem of life, namely to the relations 
of production, could express an operative effect in 
empirical reality. 
However, it should be remarked that Neurath 
understood language in the logical empiricist 
sense. Indeed, in his view, language has the same 
hierarchical value as any empirical fact. This point 
is crucial to understand the difference between his 
approach and that of linguistic structuralism, which 
appears similar at first glance. Particularly, the 
difference becomes evident in Roman Jakobson’s 
(1896–1982) wide spectrum of writings on language. 
Starting with his initial studies on phonology, 
Jakobson approached the discipline of linguistics 
with a certain determinism, which inevitably ended 
up feeding the emergent theory of structuralism. 
Although a description of this process might exceed 
the scientific aim of this essay, it is important to note 
that Jakobson’s intention was to confer on language 
a certain primacy, as the prominent factor from which 
a social structure can be deduced.9 By contrast, 
Neurath avoided the structuralist approach, and 
instead opts for an empiricist approach. Indeed, 
rather than developing a theory of language itself, 
he attempted to restrict the use of language to the 
domain of empirical reality. For Neurath, language 
was a fact like any other fact, without any primacy 
among them, without a hierarchy. In his view, all 
facts were related on the same empirical plane 
and the logical empiricist’s aim was to highlight this 
equality.
Neurath considered language an empirical 
fact, therefore as something subject to the laws of 
physics. In his view, physical science was not really 
dominant over other disciplinary fields, but rather 
per via negativa, that is, useful in order to avoid 
metaphysics and to strictly adhere to empiricism. 
For this reason, he defined his theory as physi-
calism, although he avoided the jargon of physicists 
Institute for Gemeinwirtschaft, which hosted lectures, 
published policy papers and organized meetings with 
workers’ groups and cooperatives. Its mission was to 
develop an economic plan for Austria in order to see 
what could be achieved for domestic production and 
foreign trade through the cooperation of all forces.4 
Neurath’s operative use of analysis as a political 
tool can be related to his adhesion to Marxism.5 
Particularly, Carnap noticed that ‘in a series of 
private discussions with [some younger members 
of the circle, Neurath] explained the basic ideas 
of Marxism and showed their relevance to a better 
understanding of the sociological function of 
philosophy’.6 For Neurath, Marx’s theory of value 
represented an example of ‘empirical sociology’ 
aimed at predicting future social developments 
through a precise account of the relations of 
production among social actors. However, Neurath 
undertook a slight change from the orthodoxy of 
Marxist doctrine. Indeed, while for Marx the analysis 
of social classes was based on economic laws, for 
Neurath the analysis was supposed to comprehend 
the broad domain of empirical facts, among which 
linguistic facts appeared particularly eloquent. This 
difference concerned two key concepts in particular.7 
The first is that of ‘mode of production’, about which 
Marx had observed that no economical relationship 
is permanent but rather relative to historical condi-
tions. Similarly, Neurath thought that language is 
supposed to change over time in relation to unpre-
dictable events.8 The second concept implies the 
pair ‘structure and superstructure’, through which 
Marx distinguished the economic base (forces and 
relations of production) from the cultural domain 
(institutional and political apparatuses), where the 
‘structure’ always determines the ‘superstructure’. 
This relationship inspired Neurath to connect 
the empirical use of language with the material 
foundation of society. From this perspective, the 
search for an ideal language (such as Carnap’s) 
appears related purely to the superstructure rather 
than the structure, and thus constitutes a pathetic 
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negotiated among the members of the scientific 
community, with the aim to work on a common 
basis.16 Therefore, if the protocol statement 
appeared as a possible common ground of sciences, 
this ground was inevitably political, because its 
rules were negotiated over time, and no ‘definitive’ 
rules could have been established a priori. Indeed, 
since judgment criteria were related to historical 
and ideological implications, they were supposed to 
change over time, their logical structure was thus 
intimately political. 
Instead of a language, Neurath conceived a 
‘slang’, specifically: a ‘universal empiricist slang’.17 
With this definition he underlined his detachment 
from any search for an ‘ideal’, or rather ‘original’ 
language of science. Indeed, as Neurath says, 
we cannot find an absolute immutable basis for 
science; and our various discussions can only 
determine whether scientific statements are accepted 
by a more or less determinate number of scientists 
and other men. New ideas may be compared with 
those historically accepted by the sciences, but not 
with an unalterable standard of truth.18 
Such ‘slang’ is an informal jargon, an impure 
language including both everyday and scientific 
terms as well as negotiations and social conflicts 
occurring simultaneously in reality. Moreover, it 
embodies the multiplicity of scientific modes of 
representation, either written or drawn. In this 
sense, the empirical slang seemingly synthesises 
Neurath’s eclectic research interests and relentless 
curiosity to investigate a comprehensive spectrum 
of disciplines, from formal logic to infographics. 
Indeed, he argues that ‘[the] Encyclopedia will 
tend towards the unification of not only the scien-
tific language, but also graphic representation. 
Curves and other figures are also instruments of 
scientific expression’.19 Similarly to Wittgenstein’s 
‘language games’, Neurath refuses to make a 
distinction between pictures and statements. The 
in favour of an ‘improved everyday language’.10 
Ostensibly, such a theory was not really new, but 
rather an improvement of both Marx’s dialectical 
materialism and the Vienna Circle’s neopositivism. 
Indeed, as Carnap notes: ‘[Neurath] believed that 
[…] physicalism was an improved non-metaphysical 
and logically unobjectionable version [of Marxism] 
which superseded both the mechanistic and dialec-
tical forms of nineteenth-century materialism’.11 
Therefore, physicalism was a way to reduce ideas 
to phenomena, and linguistic facts to empirical facts.
In order to ascertain the empirical consistency 
of facts, Neurath adopted a rigorous linguistic 
device, which he defined as ‘protocol statement’.12 
As described by Nikola Nottelmann: ‘Neurath’s 
protocol sentence structure [was] meant as an 
analysis of claims of experience or observation, 
in instituzionalized science as well as everyday 
life’.13 Through the protocol statement the feelings 
of the observer were reproduced as a sequence of 
simple and reliable events as could be exemplified 
in this sequence: protocol [at a specific time]: [at a 
specific time] X perceived a spatio-temporal fact, 
X being a human individual. If any one step of the 
protocol statement was contradictory then the entire 
statement was discarded. Indeed, Neurath argued 
that: 
when a new statement is presented to us we compare 
it with the system at our disposal and check whether 
the new statement is in contradiction with the system 
or not. If the new statement is in contradiction with the 
system, we can discard this statement as unusable 
(‘false’).14 
Then, in relation to the committed errors, it is also 
possible to clarify the specific category of the 
erroneous statement at stake, whether it was: a ‘lie’, 
a ‘hallucination’, or a ‘dream’.15
The protocol statement was not something 
imposed by the philosopher, but rather something 
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the scientific disciplines and instead focuses on 
the possibility of establishing ‘cross connections’ 
among them.25 However, the basic condition of 
the unified science is a shared agreement among 
the scientists about the degree of scientific devel-
opment in relation to which a specific guiding 
principle can be established from time to time. For 
Neurath, advances in a specific field of science also 
determines advances in other fields. In this sense, 
the domain of unified science allows for the short-
term prediction of trends of development. Thus, the 
weaving of the ‘cross-connections’ is supposed to be 
the main task of a scientific community, and a field 
characterised by particular affinities can temporarily 
establish systematised clusters of knowledge.26
From a wider perspective, encyclopedism is 
subjected to the same principles of contrasts and 
sympathies as a social apparatus. In this sense, it 
is not a parallel universe or an alternative scenario 
to reality since it does not need to be planned from 
scratch like a tabula rasa, since no certainties 
can be assumed as foundational elements. 
Encyclopedism is an attitude, or rather, as Neurath 
would say, a behavioural tendency of science, 
therefore its evolution is as ‘unpredictable’ as reality. 
Indeed, due to historical contingencies the direction 
of its development could not be predicted at the 
beginning: the steps and direction of development 
were left open.27 Therefore, the notion of ‘chance’ 
had a fundamental role in Neurath’s thinking, which 
did not allow a deterministic approach to be imple-
mented in science. In his view, the edifice of science 
was a mutant organism characterised by rules of 
development that reacted in the same way to the 
unpredictable events of life.
As is widely known, encyclopaedic attempts have 
been undertaken by representatives of different 
disciplines and at various times in history. In 
particular, Neurath claimed Diderot and d’Alembert’s 
Encyclopédie (1751–65) as the forerunner of his 
problem at stake is not related to the nature of 
representation but rather to the verification of its 
empirical consistency.20
Neurath addresses the concept of ‘encyclo-
pedism’ as an innovative scientific concept for which 
‘the march of science progresses from encyclo-
pedias to encyclopedias’.21 Particularly, in the 
essay entitled ‘Encyclopedia as a model’ (1936), he 
identifies a series of concepts that are strictly related 
to ‘encyclopedism’, namely: ‘certainty’, ‘stability’, 
‘protocol statements’, ‘systematisation’. Several of 
these concepts are drawn directly from physicalism, 
of which encyclopedism represents the continuation 
and the physical materialisation. However, what 
really differentiates the proposal of encyclopedism 
from Neurath’s previous theories is the emphasis 
on contradictions and the science’s inevitable short-
comings. In this sense, no ‘systematisation’, no 
‘certainty’, and no ‘stability’ can be established in 
science. No original truth and no tabula rasa can 
be established as a point of departure, because 
‘truth’ can only be negotiated among scientists and 
will inevitably change over time. For Neurath, the 
main task of science is to organise the totality of 
knowledge, therefore to integrate the contradic-
tions as constitutive parts of the scientific discourse 
as well as of the social apparatus to which scien-
tists belong. Indeed, Neurath argues that ‘[the] 
“Encyclopedia” is nothing but a preliminary assem-
blage of knowledge, not something still incomplete, 
but the totality of scientific knowledge’.22
Furthermore, in order to clarify the concept of 
encyclopedism, Neurath adopts the metaphor of 
the mosaic against the pyramid.23 In his view, the 
pyramid symbolises Auguste Comte’s positivist 
approach, in which the philosopher stands at 
the top of the scientific edifice. By contrast, the 
mosaic represents the encyclopedia itself, namely 
the mosaic of empirical science.24 Neurath avoids 
describing a hierarchical organisation among 
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master of the encyclopedia, Neurath proposed the 
ambiguous figure of the ‘orchestrator’. Rather than 
a specific subject, the orchestrator represents the 
attitude of the scientist, therefore a way of practising 
science with the aim to coordinate and connect 
different scientific discourses and to situate his own 
analytical work within a collective target, namely 
unified science.
Starting in 1936 until his death in 1945, Neurath 
dedicated most of his writings to the subject of 
encyclopedism in science, and to the International 
Encyclopedia of Unified Sciences published as a 
collection of three ‘foundational’ volumes. In fact, 
Neurath wrote three essays that postulated the 
fundamental features of the encyclopedia. The first, 
entitled ‘An International Encyclopedia of Unified 
Science’(1936), was both a summary of Neurath’s 
encyclopedism and an overview on the main 
features of physicalism. The other essays, entitled 
‘Unified Science and its Encyclopedia’ (1937) and 
‘The new Encyclopedia of scientific empiricism’ 
(1937), described the main managerial features of 
this endeavour, material and economic issues, as 
well as a schedule of international meetings and 
conferences related to its development. During 
these meetings individual contributors were 
asked to present their outcomes to the overall 
scientific community in order to achieve a shared 
consciousness in scientific development and to 
implement the universal empiricist slang. From this 
point of view, Neurath’s encyclopedia was more like 
a cultural project than a conventional publication. 
The project of a unified science (Einheits-
wissenschaft) was accomplished in 1937, when 
Neurath established the International Institute for 
the Unity of Science in the Hague. Neurath provides 
a summary of the four main methodological issues 
of unified science in the essay entitled ‘The depart-
mentalization of unified science’ (1937). The first 
point concerns ‘the principle only to select scientific 
project, although it appeared not collective enough 
to fulfil his own expectation of scientific fraternity in 
the domain of unified science. He argued that:
the representatives of logical empiricism in some way 
continue the work that d’Alembert, with his aversion 
to systems, originated. But they are ‘encyclopedists’ 
much more consciously, and in a sense much more 
rigorous than their great forerunners. The encyclo-
pedia can thus become the symbol of a developed 
scientific cooperation, of the unity of the sciences, and 
of the fraternity between the new encyclopedists.28 
Neurath saw the Encyclopédie as an initial attempt 
at a collaborative platform between scientific and 
technical domains.29 More specifically, it established 
the possibility for a common ‘grammar’ shared by 
different contributors belonging to the industrious 
community of technicians, specialists, craftsmen, 
and scientists. In order to represent what could not 
be communicated through texts, the Encyclopédie 
made innovative use of graphic language, a hybrid 
of images and texts. Thanks to this innovative 
language, suddenly technical knowledge achieved 
a representation that we still recognise as the 
expression of a great collective effort, rather than 
the exclusive aristocratic privilege that science 
had been before. This collective outcome corre-
sponded with Neurath’s ambition, and with his 
‘neue Enzyklopädie’ he attempted to continue the 
comprehensive efforts of the Encyclopédie.
Moreover, Jean-Baptiste D’Alembert’s intro-
ductory essay (Discourse préliminaire) identified 
three fundamental rules of orchestration, namely: 
cooperation between ‘men of talent’, the exclusion 
of abstract and very general ideas, and the unifi-
cation of languages as a necessary precondition 
to the unification of science.30 Such rules were 
prophetic in relation to Neurath’s project and 
somehow established the fundamental principles 
of encyclopedism. Particularly, since there was no 
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of explanations, it can only be proved by the work 
itself’.37
One among the possible encyclopedias. Mario 
Ridolfi and the Manuale dell'architetto CNR 
(1945)
Generally speaking, architecture never had a 
prominent position among the topics of encyclo-
pedias. Ancient encyclopedias, such as Isidore 
of Seville’s Etymologiae (600–25), concerned 
architecture as a metaphorical term, namely as 
an edifice of universal knowledge, or rather as an 
allegorical representation of metaphysical values. 
In Diderot and d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie the item 
‘Architecture’, edited by J.F. Blondel, related this 
discipline mostly to the domain of the arts with a 
specific focus on the fundamental institution of the 
classical orders. Two centuries later, Neurath’s 
Neue Enzyklopädie did not even mention archi-
tecture among the topics of the unified science.
Likewise, it should be acknowledged that archi-
tects manifesting a particular involvement in 
encyclopedism are rare, and those who consider 
encyclopedism as a possible philosophical 
foundation of architectural design are even rarer. In 
this scenario, Mario Ridolfi (1904–1984) represents 
an exceptional case of an architect who intends 
design as the orchestration of technical knowledge, 
and therefore architecture as an encyclopedic 
practice. He is mainly known as the principal editor 
of the construction handbook Manuale dell'architetto 
CNR (1946), a great collective work aimed at 
gathering and organising construction practices 
in view of a vast reconstruction programme of the 
Italian settlements damaged during the Second 
World War.38 After the handbook experience, Ridolfi 
continued his encyclopedic commitment through his 
professional activity mainly related to the design of 
small houses and facilities in the Italian countryside. 
Therefore, in the second part of this article Ridolfi’s 
work is held up as an example of encyclopedism 
units of a relatively well-circumscribed character 
[although] an overlapping of certain disciplines is at 
first not avoided’.31 In this way, the unified science 
avoids the ‘main divisions of traditional systems 
[which] anticipated the acceptance of and the 
objections to a great many scientific decisions, for 
instance to the application of particular scientific 
procedures to certain disciplines’.32 The second 
point of concern is the logical order of development, 
from simple to complex. Indeed, Neurath argues that 
‘the analysing scientist might progress from smaller 
fields to wider fields and find out manifold intercorre-
lations and combinations forming a very rich logical 
pattern’.33 Therefore, the initial objects of analysis 
are ‘neutral’ and avoid hierarchical organisation 
of facts and disciplines. For this reason, Neurath 
argues that ‘the smaller those initial scientific units, 
the less changes [are] necessary in the scientific 
descriptions’.34 The third topic recalls the primacy of 
everyday language, namely that the scientific state-
ments of all disciplines should be formulated ‘by 
means of the terms of a universal slang composed 
of ordinary terms of everyday language’.35 A fourth 
point remarks on the ‘flat’ ground of encyclopedism, 
namely a plane that avoids any hierarchy among 
disciplines. For Neurath, encyclopedism concerns 
‘the fact that the vast mass of the group of state-
ments […] are in one plane [because] there is no 
symmetrically pyramidal edifice’.36 No arrogant 
statement can provide a solid ground for the unified 
science because no statement out of a discussion 
among scientists can be verified. 
This list provides all the general principles 
necessary for the project. All questions about the 
legitimacy of these rules supposedly already form 
part of the scientific endeavor. However, in the 
concluding paragraph of this fundamental essay, 
Neurath makes the most categorical statement 
of his philosophical papers, namely: ‘what can be 
achieved by means of this unpretentious integrating 
programme which avoids all bumptiousness in 
scientism? One cannot anticipate this by means 
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well as to ‘neo-realist’ literary and cinematographic 
works that documented the ‘problems of life’ in which 
the same process of reconstruction took place.41 
Ridolfi’s expertise was unanimously recognised as 
an important contribution, thanks particularly to the 
research on building normalisation he undertook 
continuously between 1935 and 1953.42-43 
In this context of reconstruction, Ridolfi is charged 
as editor-in-chief (and draftsman of 60 plates out of 
264) of the Manuale dell'architetto CNR, conceived 
as a handbook for architects and engineers.44 Its 
publication in 1946 was economically supported 
by an agreement between the National Research 
Council (CNR), which funded the editorial staff, 
and the USIS (United States Information Service) 
charged with the publishing cost. Started in June 
1945, the editing phase required ten months of 
intense work, after which 25,000 copies were 
published and distributed free of charge to engineers 
and architects across the country. Its main target 
was to achieve an operative platform that could 
gather different sectors and levels of expertise, 
including spontaneous construction practices.45 
While experimental tendencies related to modernist 
settlement and architectural styles were kept out, 
the underdeveloped technology of available building 
practices became the starting point for the Manuale 
CNR, which tried to interconnect them as a unified 
building science.46
In this sense, the most relevant predecessor of 
the Manuale CNR was Gustav Adolf Breymann’s 
Allgemeine Baukonstruktionslehre (1884) that 
still at the time represented a reliable source of 
construction details as well as a comprehensive 
overview of the main construction techniques related 
to different building materials, such as wood, steel, 
bricks, and so on.47 Actually, Ridolfi thought that 
an updated version of Breymann’s handbook was 
needed, since most of his details were no longer 
suitable to modern building practices.48 Moreover, 
unlike Ernst Neufert’s Bauentwurfslehre (1936), 
applied to architecture, more precisely as an 
attempt to describe the art of construction as a 
praxis of negotiation among technicians specialised 
in different fields of building science.
Ridolfi is improperly considered an exponent of 
‘regionalism’. Although his designs look vernacular, 
he in fact avoided an aesthetic ideology. From the 
point of view of architectural styles, Ridolfi was an 
atheist. Indeed, his aim was not the invention of a 
new architectural style, nor an ideal architecture, 
but rather an architecture that provided answers 
to real problems and reflected the culture in which 
it was located, namely the economic structure, 
either artisanal or industrial. The final shape of 
his design resulted from negotiations with builders 
and craftsmen, with whom he maintained close 
relationships. 
Therefore, ‘realism’ is probably the best expression 
to understand Ridolfi’s attempt to ground himself in 
the productive reality of the place where he worked. 
Ridolfi raised architectural design to the same level 
as technical manufacturing, which he indefatigably 
analysed by means of careful redrawing proce-
dures and classifications. Paolo Portoghesi defines 
Ridolfi as a ‘realist’ who ‘highlighted the relationship 
between architecture and collective life, that was 
generally lacking in modern developments, [with] 
special attention to daily reality, human relation-
ships, and community spirit’.39
His work rose to prominence in Italy after the 
Second World War, when an extensive campaign 
of urban re-development was undertaken.40 The 
resources available for the reconstruction were 
discouraging, both in intellectual and material 
terms. Therefore, the reconstruction presented 
an occasion to undertake the mass education of 
unskilled workers, as well as a way to coordinate the 
alignment of productive forces and social appara-
tuses. An ethical value was conferred to the activities 
that led and supervised the construction process, as 
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The handbook is conceived as a mosaic of 
scientific contributions. The table of contents is 
subdivided into eight thematic sections: ‘Norms’, 
‘Urban planning’, ‘Building materials’, ‘Statics’, 
‘Structural elements’, ‘Finishings’, ‘Technological 
devices’, ‘Ergonomics and Typical dimensions’. 
However, the organisation of each thematic 
section is substantially different from the others. 
At a glance the different levels of evolution and 
upgrade speeds among the main sectors of building 
science is evident. For example, the ‘Structural 
elements’ section requires more plates than the 
‘Urban planning’ section, mirroring the moment 
of uncertainty about urban policies, animated by 
contrasts between supporters of self-sufficient 
neighbourhoods and orthodox rationalist planners. 
Likewise, the ‘Finishings’ section, edited by Mario 
Ridolfi, is much more developed compared to the 
‘Technological devices’ section which provides a 
very brief overview of the main heating and supply 
technologies available at the time. Therefore, the 
handbook presents a straightforward portrait of the 
Italian cultural and economical scene, which lacked 
an overall coordination among technical sectors. 
The layout of the Manuale CNR was strictly influ-
enced by the normalisation process started in 1928 
by the UNI (Italian National Unification) association. 
The graphic layout of the plates is based on the UNI 
A4 (21 x 29.7cm). Three punched holes allow for 
the progressive gathering into binders, so that the 
handbook could be updated over time. The content 
is indicated through a code marked on the top 
corners of the plates. The first letter indicates the 
thematic section (eg. ‘F’ stood for ‘Finishings’) and 
is followed by a number related to a specific subject 
within that section (eg. 4 / Window fixtures) coupled 
with a letter, indicating its progression (eg. g / Roller 
shutter). Moreover, the building elements are also 
related to the UNI measurements. For instance, 
the normalised dimension of the brick (UNI Brick: 
12 x 25 x 5.5cm) establishes a proportional relation 
between the single element and the size of the 
Ridolfi’s Manuale CNR abstained from providing 
either a repertoire of floor plans ready to be repro-
duced or a classification of modern functional 
typologies. 
Mainly, Manuale CNR focused on traditional 
building methods. This choice was undoubtedly 
influenced by Ridolfi, who saw in the Italian building 
tradition the presence of a dialogue between 
architects and builders that modern industrial 
manufacturers were not able to provide. In his view, 
work phases as well as the contributions of individual 
craftsmen were only supposed to be improved 
and definitely not overcome in favour of industrial 
methods. Unlike industrial prefabrication, traditional 
building methods allowed a broad set of customi-
sation techniques that could respond to different 
environmental conditions as well as to individual 
dwelling requirements. Indeed, Ridolfi considered 
dwellers as fundamental interlocutors rather than 
the generic individuals hypothesised on statistical 
parameters by the manufacturing industry. For 
Ridolfi, in order to produce good architecture, the 
inhabitants were supposed to actively participate 
and assume a position with regard to construction 
choices and planning strategies. However, there 
was a practical reason behind this otherwise 
seemingly ethical choice. Indeed, in the eyes of 
institutions, such emphasis on traditional techniques 
appeared a smart way to implement national direc-
tives into local areas where the available resources 
were largely related to traditional building methods. 
Traditional architecture, albeit characterised by 
evident underdeveloped technological conditions, 
seemed to be the starting point for a comprehensive 
programme of innovation and modernisation as well 
as an alternative to industrial prefabrication. In this 
sense, Ridolfi underlined both the collective nature 
of the reconstruction work and the participative 
effort required in the overall technical practices 
operating in Italy, each within the limits of its own 
local requirements and specific skills.
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Fig. 1: Brick normalization. Source: Cino Calcaprina, Aldo Cardelli, Mario Fiorentino, and Mario Ridolfi, eds., Manuale 
dell'architetto (Rome: CNR–USIS, 1946).
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In addition to diagrams, the handbook imple-
ments the use of the technical chart in order to 
represent combinatorial elements (such as windows 
fixtures, furnishings, and so on) and other kinds of 
assemblages. Particularly, the section dedicated to 
‘Finishings’, edited by Ridolfi, shows an extensive 
use of the technical chart in which single elements 
can be combined. For instance, the technical chart 
of the window fixtures shows the various ways 
different components of a node can be coupled, 
joined, or hooked in relation to different layouts 
and window sizes. [Fig. 2] Moreover, the technical 
chart allows Ridolfi to address design issues of 
variable complexity and dimension. For instance, 
at the larger scale in the urban development plan 
for Terni, Ridolfi uses the technical chart in order 
to show various combinatorial possibilities of a 
single residential unit with the same combinatorial 
approach applied to the combinatorial plate of the 
window fixtures. [Fig. 3] In this way, the technical 
chart establishes a continuity between small 
construction details and large urban clusters.
Through these innovative representation 
techniques, the Manuale CNR attempted to 
represent architecture as a collective work where 
all fields of construction science converge. At the 
same time, it also established a precise orientation 
for architectural design, which instead of aiming 
at formal expression, has to support a continuous 
dialogue as well as a negotiation between the 
forces of production. Design was intended as a way 
to stage a social reality, to represent Italian culture 
by the means of its productive skills embodied in 
traditional building techniques. Nevertheless, the 
Manuale CNR did not achieve the expected success 
and in 1962, after its third edition, it was no longer 
updated.
After the experience with Manuale CNR, 
Mario Ridolfi undertook further research on 
building normalisation in 1949. Later, his encyclo-
paedic activity continued in the field of traditional 
openings which are then automatically subjected 
to the normalisation process. [Fig. 1] The normali-
sation of the brick became a way to address modern 
standardisation through a process of updating tradi-
tional building materials.
Rather than plans and sections, the content is 
represented by the means of diagrams, technical 
charts, charts and other techniques that until that 
moment were used mainly by scientists rather than 
architects. Unlike previous construction handbooks 
such as the aforementioned Breymann’s 
Allgemeine Baukonstruktionslehre, where details 
are simply isolated and reproduced on a larger 
scale, the Manuale CNR displays an in-depth scien-
tific analysis of the intrinsic features of building 
elements, such as their performance and combina-
torial possibilities.
The ‘performance’ of building elements is repre-
sented by means of diagrams and charts, as is well 
exemplified in the sections related to ‘Structural 
elements’ and ‘Technological devices’. These 
sections show the relationship between building 
elements and invisible factors that intervene in the 
definition of their form. Indeed, in order to be appro-
priately implemented, structural and technological 
elements require a rigorous procedure of calculation 
based on the results of empirical tests represented 
in diagrams and charts. In particular, this condition 
is evident in the plates dedicated to reinforced 
concrete structures. Here, the size of the beams, as 
well as the amount of concrete and steel, is strictly 
related to the structural diagram layout, which 
becomes an integral part of the overall definition 
of the beam itself. Therefore, diagrams represent 
the building elements in a way that reflects their 
empirical nature. In this sense, the diagram trans-
lates a constructive figure into an empirical fact, 
namely a fact explained through physical laws and 
completely purified of metaphysical or aesthetic 
speculation.
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Fig. 2: Technical chart of window fixtures. Source: Cino Calcaprina, Aldo Cardelli, Mario Fiorentino, and Mario Ridolfi, 
eds., Manuale dell'architetto (Rome: CNR–USIS, 1946).
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Fig. 3: Technical chart of the residential units conceived by Mario Ridolfi for the Urban Development Plan of Terni 
(1959). Source: Cellini, Francesco, and Claudio D’Amato. Le architetture di Ridolfi e Frankl. Milan: Electa, 2005.
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Fig. 4: Morphological affinities between architectural plan and technological details in Mario Ridolfi’s drawings for Casa 
De Bonis I (1971). Source: Cellini, Francesco, and Claudio D’Amato. Mario Ridolfi: manuale delle tecniche tradizionali 
del costruire: il ciclo delle Marmore. Milan: Electa, 1997.
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an enlarged window detail and the ground floor plan 
of the house: the two figures appear to be not only 
formally but also logically related. [Fig. 4]
The methodological approach implemented by 
Ridolfi at the Marmore was in direct continuity with 
the Manuale CNR. Although the ambitions and scale 
of research were widely reduced, the analytical 
approach remained the same. For Ridolfi, only an 
in-depth investigation of the technical resources of 
a national or local reality allowed the identification 
of specific design issues, and consequently the 
choice of appropriate analytical tools. In this sense, 
architectural design was not only a way to negotiate 
construction issues with a productive apparatus, but 
also, in a wider perspective, a ‘lens’ through which 
the conditions of an overall social apparatus could 
be read and represented. 
Concluding note
The year the Manuale CNR was published falls 
within the decade when Otto Neurath’s Encyclopedia 
of Unified Science was elaborated and published. 
Nevertheless, although no effective contact 
between the two works is historically documented, 
they do show methodological affinities. Both claim 
that disciplinary development cannot be conducted 
in isolation, nor detached from reality. Therefore, the 
choice of encyclopedia is a way to assert knowledge 
as a collective project. Moreover, moving research 
outside of the single disciplines implies a relation 
with the social and political problems of the time. 
Scientific knowledge thus becomes an object of 
negotiation and at the same time a way to establish 
a mirror between science and society, between 
scientific research and political commitment.
Both of these works remained dramatically unfin-
ished. Every attempt to continue these projects 
was ineffective. Nevertheless, the methodological 
approach of encyclopedism still remains a model for 
knowledge development, more precisely a critical 
model. Faced with encyclopedism we inevitably 
construction techniques when, in the last stage of 
his career, he moved to the Marmore, a place in the 
Umbrian countryside. Here, Ridolfi spent the last 
years of his life and after various family misfortunes 
he committed suicide. The Ciclo delle Marmore 
is a ‘handbook of traditional building techniques’ 
compiled between 1966 and 1984, during which 
he designed a dozen single-family houses.49 In this 
work there is no distinction between the roles of 
architect and builder. Both of them are integrated 
within the same ‘unified science’ of building.
At the Marmore the building site assumed an 
existential meaning for Ridolfi. He worked closely 
with craftsmen and builders. Moreover, it repre-
sented a place that had not yet metabolised the 
pressure of industrial development. The relationship 
between production and the social structure was 
reconciled. This condition is particularly evident 
in Ridolfi’s drawings where a strong relationship 
among masons, carpenters, and craftsmanship 
is apparent.50 Every new project was not really 
intended as an experimental formal attempt, but 
rather as an occasion to establish temporary 
patterns of temporary artisans’ communities working 
for a shared ambition.
Although Ridolfi may look like a drawing virtuoso, 
he actually used drawing as a logical tool. Drawing 
was not conceived as an autonomous gesture, but 
rather as a way to state a problem and to connect 
all the necessary references to solve it. For Ridolfi, 
drawing facts and construction facts could not 
be separated. For this reason, the houses Ridolfi 
designed at Marmore were not standard buildings 
but rather ‘nodes’.51 The term ‘node’ meant a way 
to compress the sum of all technical contributions 
into a single design idea. In this sense, the ‘node’ is 
an encyclopedic building. The logical combination 
Ridolfi developed at Marmore is sometimes so 
complex and articulated as to almost hide the plan 
itself. For example, in the plate for Casa De Bonis I 
the node is represented through the comparison of 
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